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Abstract – We report on the trapping of micrometer colloids using the evanescent wave from
a multimode cylindrical optical waveguide. We show that the particle trapping is a two step
process. With a low power visible laser injected in the device, particles are first captured at a
radial distance twice greater than the diameter of the waveguide and then drawn near to it. In
a second time particles turn around the waveguide and get trapped in a direction corresponding
to the TM polarization of the laser. Such a device could be easily implemented in microfluidic
systems in order to coat surfaces or to control particles deposition and assembly. Conversely, it
could find applications in filtration process to aggregate and remove colloidal pollutants.

Introduction. – Since their first discovery [1, 2], op-1

tical tweezers have become an essential tool in physics,2

chemistry and biology to manipulate nano-to-micrometer3

objects [3,4]. However, because they are based on focused4

laser beams, conventional use of optical tweezers leads to5

a diffraction limited volume. New strategies based on6

evanescent waves and/or nanostructures substrates have7

been developed to reach the nanoscale trapping volume8

range [5–8]. In the near field, for example on the sur-9

face of a prism or under focused evanescent wave illumi-10

nation, at total reflection [9, 10], the intensity gradient11

force of the evanescent wave could be steep, leading to a12

very efficient trapping. Curiously, in one or two dimen-13

sion evanescent trapping, most of the experiments dealt14

with tapered fibers and submicron waveguides, in order to15

benefit from a deep penetrating evanescent wave around16

the guide [11–15]. However, although the intensity at17

the waveguide surface may be lowered, larger waveguides18

should in principle lead to reduced evanescent waves pen-19

etration and steeper intensity variations. It should then20

allow an efficient trapping at the surface of the guide. In21

this letter we address the trapping of 2µm-diameter par-22

ticles near a 3.5µm-diameter post, using low power laser23

light. We report on the trapping mechanism and we show24

that it is a two step process.25

Experimental set-up. – The wave guide is a PDMS 26

(PolyDiMethilSiloxane) cylinder or post (diameter d = 27

3.5 ± 0.5µm, height h = 15 ± 5µm) made on a glass 28

slide by standard soft lithography [16]. We make array of 29

posts (10× 10 square) with a distance of 500µm between 30

them. The precisions on the post dimensions are linked to 31

the measurements performed with an optical microscope. 32

Even if a single post is involved during an experiment, the 33

data statistics results from the use of several posts. They 34

are stuck to the upper side of the cell (see Fig.1). Particles 35

flow in between the posts but also underneath them. 36

The dilute colloidal suspension (10−4 volume fraction) 37

is made of 2µm-diameter polystyrene particles (Life Tech.) 38

dispersed in heavy water in order to increase the particles 39

number that flow through the posts. We apply a pressure 40

difference across the cell by using a pressure controller sys- 41

tem (Elveflow OB1 Mk2) with an accuracy of 0.3 mbar, 42

leading to a permanent flow. Particles are mostly ad- 43

vected, i.e. with a negligible Brownian motion. Depending 44

on the applied pressure, the velocity of the trapped par- 45

ticles is between 8µm/s and 20µm/s corresponding to a 46

Péclet number of the order of 104. All the experiments 47

are performed at T= 20◦C. 48

The experimental set up is displayed on Fig. 1. A green 49

frequency double YAG laser (λ=532nm, Crystal laser, 50

P=5mW) is focalized at the lower entrance of the post 51

by a ×20 objective (beam waist 1.5µm). The post and 52
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Fig. 1: Experimental set up. Drawing not to scale.

the particles are imaged with a ×10 objective followed by53

an image expanding system and a camera (Edmund Sci-54

entific). The frame rate is 12.5 images per second. Images55

are analyzed using the free available ImageJ software. A56

Notch filter (Edmund Scientific OD=7) is used to block57

most of the green light in order to be able to track the58

particles. In the green, at λ=532nm, the optical index of59

the PDMS is n2 = 1.407 [17], whereas the index of the di-60

lute solution is close to the index of water n1 = 1.327, and61

the index of the colloids is n = 1.596. Since n is higher62

than n1 we get an efficient trapping of the particles by the63

optical gradient force [1, 2].64

Results. – We have been able to track more than65

400 particles as they flow in the vicinity of the post and66

eventually get trapped by the evanescent wave. A typical67

example of such a trajectory appears on Fig. 2. The68

first picture (top left corner of Fig. 2a) is the raw color69

picture. Although most of the green light has been blocked70

by the notch filter, it still saturates the camera. We have71

subtracted the green and the blue color images, keeping72

only the red one, in order to track the particles with a73

reasonable contrast.74

We have then plotted the particle position versus time75

(see Fig. 2b). The trajectory can be divided in three dif-76

ferent regimes. The particle first follows a fluid streamline77

that goes towards the post from (t = 0s to t = 0.48s), at78

constant velocity (17µm/s). This first regime is well re-79

solved with our acquisition system, as can be seen on Fig.80

2b. Similarly to the particle capture by a collector within a81

filter [18], one can define the distance between the particle82

and the post, b, called thereafter impact parameter.83

In a second regime, the particle is captured by the84

evanescent wave near the post (t = 0.56s). Although the85

laser intensity is weak, this is a fast regime where the par-86

ticle is suddenly attracted towards the post along a radial87

direction and then remains very close to it. We cannot88

temporally resolve this second regime with the acquisition89

rate we used. It is surely faster than 0.08 s. We introduce90

a capture angle θc that corresponds to the angle for which91

the particle is attracted by the evanescent wave near the92

post. The zero angle corresponds to the horizontal axis on93

figure Fig. 2b.94
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Fig. 2: a) Dynamics of a typical particle trajectory during the
trapping process. The first image is a raw one while the other
are corrected and correspond to the various times during the
process. Arrow: position of the particle. b) Trajectory of
the trapping process. The colored particles correspond to the
colored arrows on the images. θc is the capture angle and θp the
trapping angle. The zero angle corresponds to the horizontal
direction. c) Number of particles captured for different values
of the impact parameter b.

Finally, in a third regime, the particle rotates slowly 95

around the post until it becomes still at a given position 96

in a direction corresponding to an angle θp (from t = 0.64s 97

to t = 0.88s). This 0.2s long-regime can be also resolved 98

here as can be seen in Fig. 2b. Actually, the particle is not 99

really at rest since it slightly oscillates around the trap- 100

ping position. This is probably due to its residual Brow- 101

nian motion of the particle. However it oscillates only in 102

the angular direction, meaning that the restoring force is 103

steeper in the radial direction than in the angular direc- 104

tion. It is worth noting that when the laser is switched 105

off, the particle departs from the post following the flow 106

direction. Therefore, the particle remains very close to 107

the post only when the laser is hold on. Because of these 108

three very different regimes, the trapping force must have 109

a large intensity range. It thus could be used to probe 110

forces within the suspension such as a Casimir force for 111

example [19], using different sizes of particles. 112

From the analysis of the trajectories, one can investigate 113

the statistics of the impact parameter for all the trapped 114

particles. This is shown in Fig. 2b. The maximum impact 115
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Fig. 3: Number of particles trapped versus capture angle θc
(red curve), and versus trapping angle θp (blue curve). The
step of the angles is 5◦.

parameter for the particles to be trapped is bmax = 5µm.116

Thus, taking into account the size of the particles, the117

capture zone for the evanescent wave around the post is118

a 4.5µm-radius cylindrical volume, leading to a capture119

range of the order of 2.25µm. Here, the capture range is120

about twice the post diameter. However, it is well known121

that the penetration depth of the evanescent wave depends122

on the wavelength, the capture range should then depends123

also on the wavelength.124

From Fig. 2b, the capture angle θc of this specific parti-125

cle does not correspond to the trapping angle θp. One may126

think that θp also depends on the flow, since here, θp is127

nearly opposed to the incident direction. Is this a general128

rule? We have registered the number of trapped particle129

for given angles θc and θp (see Fig. 3). First, the capture130

angle θc is rather isotropic, since we have changed the flow131

direction during the experiments (red curve). Yet, the132

particles are not staying where they are captured. They133

rotate around the post and stop at one of the two angles134

( θp = 150◦ and θp = 330◦). These angles are symmetric135

regarded to the post and are independent of the flow di-136

rection. The next paragraph is devoted to the discussion137

of this observation.138

Discussion. –139

Evanescent modes. Since the diameter of the post is140

3.5µm and the optical index difference between water and141

PDMS is 0.080, the post is not a single-mode waveguide.142

One can get some insight of the light behavior and evaluate143

the number of modes propagating within the guide, using144

a simple one dimension model based on geometrical optics145

[20]. The optical rays are reflected on both sides and have146

to interfere constructively with the ray going straight (see147

Fig. 4a) [20]. This leads to the following equation148

2kn2d cos θ = 2φ+ 2πm (1)

where k is the wave-vector modulus, θ the incidence angle,149

φ the phase shift experienced at total reflection, and m the150

mode number. The phase shift is different for a TE or a151

TM polarization [22] 152

tan(φTE/2) = −(n1β)/(n2 cos θ)
tan(φTM/2) = −(n2β)/(n1 cos θ)

(2)

β being equal to β = [(n2/n1 sin θ)2 − 1]1/2. Here, since 153

the two optical indexes are rather close to each other, 154

the incidence angles are nearly the same. Nevertheless, 155

Eq. 1 can be solved graphically for each polarization, as 156

shown on Fig. 4b. Actually, the two curves of the left 157

part of Eq. 1 superimpose. According to Fig. 4b, up 158

to 6 modes can propagate. The fundamental mode corre- 159

sponds to an incident angle which is far above the critical 160

angle θs = sin−1(n1/n2) whereas higher modes correspond 161

to an incident angle closer to θs. Besides, since the pen- 162

etration depth zd equals zd = 1/kβ, the evanescent wave 163

penetrates deeper for the higher modes than for the fun- 164

damental mode. The capture is performed by the highest 165

mode, whereas all the modes participate to the trapping. 166

However, since them = 0 has the lowest penetration depth 167

(of the order of 0.3µm), its intensity variation is the steep- 168

est, and it is thus the most efficient mode for trapping. For 169

the m = 6 mode we find a penetration depth of the order 170

of 2µm in agreement with the capture range of 2.25µm 171

found experimentally (see Fig. 2c). 172

The height of the post is about h = 15µm. The parti- 173

cles are trapped in the upper zone of the post. The laser 174

is injected from below. Then the modes propagating in 175

the guide can be mixed so as the amplitude of the field is 176

distributed among the various modes, although the fun- 177

damental mode has the highest amplitude. 178

We could have calculated the modes within the waveg- 179

uide using a model of a cylindrical waveguide as it has 180

been done in the literature (see for example [21]). How- 181

ever, there is an assumption that is usually done concern- 182

ing the polarization of the field that is: the propagation 183

is isotropic and then the field is treated as a scalar quan- 184

tity. Nevertheless, we observe here an accumulation of 185

the particles at specific angles. As explained in the next 186

paragraph, this accumulation is due to an anisotropic to- 187

tal internal reflection of the field on the post surface. This 188

induces a difference of the evanescent wave intensity be- 189

tween TE and TM polarizations. 190

Trapping angle. Let us now focus on the trapping an- 191

gle θp. The evanescent wave amplitude in the post vicinity 192

equals to t × E0, E0 being the amplitude of the incident 193

wave and t the modulus of the complex transmission co- 194

efficient given by [22] 195

tTE = 2n2 cos θ√
n2
2 cos2 θ+n2

1β
2

tTM = 2n2 cos θ√
n2
1 cos2 θ+n2

2β
2

(3)

Such coefficients are plotted on Fig. 4c. One can note 196

that tTM > tTE as it is usually found with evanescent 197

waves [23, 24]. Precisely, in our case, the laser is lin- 198

early polarized with a polarization aligned with a direc- 199

tion corresponding to an angle of 150◦. Thus θp = 150◦ 200
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Fig. 4: a) Ray optics interpretation of the optical guiding. b)
Graphical resolution of Eq. 1 for d = 3.5µm. c) Transmission
coefficients tTE and tTM of the evanescent wave for the two
polarizations, and β coefficient versus the angle of incidence.

corresponds to the TM polarization of the incident light.201

Around the post, there is a gradient of intensity which is202

maximal for θp. It drives the particles towards this direc-203

tion. This gradient in the azimuthal direction is smaller204

than the one due to the evanescent wave in the radial direc-205

tion. In the capture zone, the particles are first attracted206

towards the surface of the post before rotating around it207

to the trapping angle, as observed experimentally (see Fig.208

2b).209

We have rotated the polarization of the laser with a po-210

larization aligned with a direction equal to 120◦ and 180◦.211

We have observed that the particles are being trapped for212

a trapping angle θp = 120◦ and θp = 180◦ respectively.213

The particles are thus trapped in a direction that corre-214

sponds to the TM polarization of the laser beam.215

Let us estimate the order of magnitude of the gradi-216

ent forces. As can be seen on Fig. 2b, we can follow the217

rotation of the particle around the post. Using the fun-218

damental principle of dynamics, the experimentally esti-219

mated force in the tangential direction is thus of the order220

of Ft ≈ ×10−20 N. Concerning the force in the radial di-221

rection, according to [25], the gradient force writes222

Fgrad =
2n2πr

3

c
[
m2 − 1

m2 + 2
]‖grad(I)‖ (4)

where r = 1µm is the particle radius, c is the celerity of223

light, m = n2/n1 and I is the evanescent light intensity.224

In the radial direction the intensity gradient is equal to225

‖grad(I)‖z =
I0
zd

exp(−z/zd) (5)

where I0 is the light intensity of the evanescent wave on the226

surface of the post. Assuming a waist of the m = 6 mode227

equals to 4µm, taking into account the expressions of Eq.228

3, given that around half of the power is injected in the229

guide, and that around 0.1% of the initial power ends the230

m = 6 mode [26], one finds a force in the radial direction 231

that is of the order of Fr ≈ ×10−17 N at a distance of 1µm 232

from the post. Closer to the post since the other modes 233

are also playing a role, the force is much higher. 234

One can also calculate the intensity gradient in the tan- 235

gential direction, considering the variation of the intensity 236

of the evanescent TM an TE modes around the post. 237

‖gradI‖t =
ITM − ITE
π/2(d/2 + r)

(6)

where ITM and ITE are the intensities of the TM and TE 238

evanescent modes respectively. According to the expres- 239

sions of the coefficients in Eq. 3, one finds that the force 240

in the tangential direction is of the order of 1 × 10−20N, 241

i.e. 3 orders of magnitude lower than in the radial direc- 242

tion. This is in good agreement with the experimentally 243

estimated force in the tangential direction Ft. Since a 10- 244

images-per-second-acquisition rate camera enables to re- 245

solve the dynamics of the trapping in the tangential direc- 246

tion, the resolution of the dynamics in the radial direction 247

would imply using a camera with a 104-images-per-second- 248

acquisition rate at least. 249

We have also noticed a slight displacement of the par- 250

ticles in the upward direction. They are propelled along 251

the guide by the radiation pressure, corresponding to the 252

light propagation in the guide as already observed in other 253

tapered waveguides [27–29]. Since the guide is only 15µm 254

long, this displacement is hardly noticeable. 255

Multiple particle trapping. So far, we have focused 256

on single particle trapping but several particles could be 257

trapped successively. We may then form particle aggre- 258

gates with various shapes (see Fig. 5). Even in this case, 259

particles accumulate around the θp direction, partly coat- 260

ing the post in that direction. As their number increases 261

they start forming chains or 2 dimensional planar struc- 262

tures as if the particles themselves form patterned sur- 263

faces [30, 31], that could be used for new functionalities 264

[32]. Dielectric particles could also form pattern struc- 265

tures [33–36]. However, here, the evanescent wave is mod- 266

ified by the presence of already trapped particles, and the 267

incoming new colloids attach themselves to the trapped 268

ones, whereas in the mentioned references, the patterning 269

of particles comes from the evanescent field alone. Besides, 270

the particle aggregation as well as the particle dynamics 271

could be dramatically changed depending on the ellipticity 272

and shape of the trapped particle [37, 38]. This could in- 273

deed leads to new structures with multiple trapped states 274

and particular dynamics. 275

Conclusion. – As a conclusion, we have experimen- 276

tally trapped micro-meter size particles in the evanescent 277

wave of a low power laser guided in a 3.5µm diameter 278

multimode waveguide. We find a capture range of 2.25µm 279

from the guide surface. We evidence a migration of the 280

particles around the post towards a specific direction cor- 281

responding to the TM direction of the incident light. Such 282

manipulation of micro-objects with low power laser may 283
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Fig. 5: Pictures showing several particles trapped by the light
on the post. The particles have been colored for the sake of
clarity.

readily find applications in the handling of very sensitive284

objects of biological interest, since inherent thermal ef-285

fects in the vicinity of optofluidics devices that modify or286

are even detrimental to the objects [39], are here severely287

reduced.288

It could also be a way to control the local stiffness of289

the interface [40] with light. In porous media, the use290

of plasmonic patterns, that are known to dramatically en-291

hance the electric fields, leading to high gradients with low292

power [41], could control or even stop the flow of colloidal293

particles. This may be of great interest in environment294

problems, such as filtration or sorting of colloidal pollu-295

tants in dedicated microfluidic devices [42]. Our approach296

can easily be ”parallelised” in order to be more efficient, by297

splitting a high power laser source on thousands of posts.298
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